This remarkably brief review of aphasia is a welcome addition to the literature. The 2011 book benefits from the broad joint perspectives of its authors, a neurologist and a speech language pathologist, both at the University of Sao Paulo, Brazil. As the authors state, aphasia is a multidisciplinary problem, which the concerned neurologists, rehabilitation physicians, speech pathologists, neuropsychologists, cognitive psychologists, and neurolinguistics researchers all approach from different perspectives and often using different terminologies. This book attempts to bring at least some of these many perspectives to bear on the current understanding of language disorders. The book also includes newer neurolinguistic and brain imaging information than do most textbooks on aphasia.
The book begins with a review of language disorders. I agree with the authors when they say that "language is the 'most human' of all cognitive abilities"; in fact, I have said the same words in my own writings. This chapter lays out the fundamentals of language, with clear terms and helpful diagrams of language processes. I think that the authors could have added a bit more information on functional brain imaging to bolster the concepts about localization of specific language functions, but some of this material appears in Chapter 7.
Chapter 2 describes the classification of language syndromes and summarizes the classification in useful tables. However, the authors barely review the 2 principal aphasia syndromes, Broca and Wernicke aphasia, and they omit such key references as J. P. Mohr's seminal works on the anatomy of Broca aphasia. They also give little attention to anomic aphasia. By contrast, their discussion of conduction aphasia is complicated and almost as long as all the other sections combined.
I had several questions about this chapter. One is that the authors refer repeatedly to the "superior longitudinal fasciculus." Dr Norman Geschwind always referred to the white matter tract connecting the Wernicke and Broca areas as the "arcuate fasciculus." His term may be old-fashioned, but the tract travels inferiorly, not superiorly, so I question the authors' term. Other questions: Are verbal and semantic paraphasias really different? Does "periphrase" mean "circumlocution"?
Chapter 3 discusses language disorders caused by right hemisphere injury. I found this chapter to be a good summary of the current state of knowledge on the involvement of the right hemisphere in human communication. However, the chapter has little to say about left-handed individuals.
Chapter 4 deals with the intricate relationships between language and other cognitive functions. For the most part, I think that the authors do a creditable job of simplifying concepts and making them comprehensible; however, some of the discussions are brief and do not adequately reflect the complexity of the issues. Again, I had a few minor quibbles. For example, the authors may be correct in saying that executive function affects semantic fluency (eg, producing as many animal names as possible in 1 minute), but there is a much closer association between frontal executive function and phonemic fluency (eg, producing as many words as possible beginning with the letter "F" in 1 minute).
Chapter 5 summarizes the extensive literature on how language is affected in dementing disorders, including Alzheimer disease, mild cognitive impairment, vascular dementia, and frontotemporal dementia (FTD). The discussion of Alzheimer disease may be oversimplified; the disease may cause a hierarchical change in language functions, as the authors state, but only for "typical" patients. Although it usually presents with memory loss, Alzheimer disease can instead present with frontal lobe syndromes, resembling both behavioral variant FTD and progressive nonfluent aphasia ("logopenic primary progressive aphasia"), or it can begin with visual dysfunction.
The section on mild cognitive impairment (termed "cognitive impairment, no dementia [CIND]") is accurate, but the authors discuss vocabulary referencing the British National Adult Reading Test. Receptive vocabulary assessed with this test is resistant to dementia. This point could have been explained more clearly.
Also mentioned in this chapter is the sensitivity of semantic fluency to the early dementing process. This statement agrees with my comment about semantic versus phonemic fluency in Chapter 4.
The coverage of vascular dementia is hampered by the lack of a definition of what vascular dementia is. Surely, the language features vary, depending on whether the patient has large cortical strokes or purely small subcortical infarctions. The authors deal in only a cursory fashion with the complex literature on vascular dementia. If they are addressing mainly subcortical vascular dementia, then their statements are largely true; however, they do not note the literature's emphasis on executive function being more impaired than memory-the opposite of Alzheimer disease. They do mention that phonemic fluency is more affected than semantic fluency, which, as I mentioned above, is also the opposite of Alzheimer disease.
The chapter includes a short summary of the complex emerging literature on FTD. A few minor points: The authors use the term "socioexecutive FTD" rather than the relevant US terms, "frontal variant" and "behavioral variant" FTD. Further, they do not discuss the bilateral pathology underlying semantic dementia or the relationship of the different linguistic syndromes with differing pathology, molecular genetic changes, or biomarkers.
Chapter 6 concerns subcortical lesions and aphasia. This is another good summary of a complex literature. A point of information: The brief coverage of striatocapsular lesions states that these strokes are caused by occlusion in the proximal segment of the middle cerebral artery or internal carotid artery; in actuality, the majority of such lesions are in smaller artery distributions, often "lacunar" infarctions, ie, lenticulostriate branches of the middle cerebral artery. The authors provide a good summary of thalamic lesions and aphasia. For me, the best part of the chapter is the section on how cerebellar lesions affect language and cognitive function.
Chapter 7 discusses functional neuroimaging and language. I found this chapter very well written and a good summary of yet another complex literature. This coverage adds to the first chapter's introductory material on the neuroanatomy of language functions.
Overall, the book summarizes many areas of language function and aphasia, in terms that should be equally comprehensible to neurologists, speech language pathologists, linguists, and cognitive psychologists. In some places, I wish the discussion had been longer. I would particularly urge the authors to extend their discussion of Broca, Wernicke, and anomic aphasia in Chapter 2, and their coverage of dementing illnesses in Chapter 5. More discussion would also have been welcome about recovery patterns and the usefulness of speech language therapies and new modalities such as transcranial magnetic stimulation and direct cortical stimulation in helping patients recover language. If the book is updated, the spelling of the second author's name should be corrected in the Dedication.
On the whole, I would recommend this book for any student of language function in the brain, both in health and in disease. 
